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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study steady state primary and secondary flows of the 
Taylor problem. Instead of varying only a “load” parameter, e.g., the 
Reynolds number, as is often done in a study of the Taylor problem, one 
may vary also a certain “structure” parameter of the problem so as to 
obtain more detailed results. The use of such a structure parameter leads 
e.g., to more complete bifurcation diagrams for the primary and secondary 
flows than those obtained previously by means of catastrophe theory, 
amplitude equations, or singularity theory. 
Much of the motivation here for seeking complete bifurcation diagrams 
for steady flows of the Taylor problem is provided by the experimental 
results of Benjamin [ 1 ] and Benjamin and Mullin [2] on “short” fluid- 
filled cylinders with annular cross section. The experimental results of 
[I, 21 are summarized in Fig. 1 in the case where the primary and secon- 
dary steady flows have two or four cells (see Fig. 5 of [ 11) and in Fig. 3 in 
the case where such flows have one or two cells (see Fig. 9 of [2]); the 
experimental results are described in terms of a Reynolds number, R, and 
the variable length, 1, of the two cylinders. A primary flow here is one that 
develops under gradual changes of R from R = 0, and a secondary flow is 
one that cannot be obtained by slowly increasing R from R = 0. 
Th experimental results summarized in Fig. 1 may be described as 
follows (see [l, pp. 35,411). (1) If 1 is above the level of the point B in 
Fig. 1, the primary flow has four cells and develops continuously with 
increasing R whereas the two-cell flow exists only as a secondary mode for 
R sufficiently large. (2) If I is below the level of the point B but above the 
level of the cusp-point C, the primary flow shows traits of both a two-cell 
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and a four-cell structure and develops continuously with increasing R up to 
the line BC at which an abrupt transition takes place and a definite two- 
cell structure evolves. Moreover, for this range of 1 the pure four-cell struc- 
ture exists only as a secondary mode for R sufficiently large. (3) If 1 is 
below the level of the point C, the primary flow has two cells and develops 
continuously with increasing R. The reader is referred to Benjamin [ 1 ] and 
to Benjamin and Mullin [Z] for an analysis of these experimental results 
based upon catastrophe theory and degree theory, to Schaefffer [ 173 for an 
analysis based upon singularity theory, and to Hall [S] for an analysis 
based upon the theory of amplitude equations. The reader is referred also 
to Cliffe [4] for a closely related numerical investigation of one-cell and 
two-cell Taylor flows and to Cliffe and Mullin [5] for a detailed 
experimental and numerical investigation of anomalous flows in the Taylor 
problem. The above papers consider, in particular, the following fundamen- 
tal question (see [ 1, p. 151 and [ 17, p. 3071): how does the number of cells 
in the primary flow, an integer, depend upon the length I of the cylinder? 
Various approaches using the indicated methods are presented in 
[I, 2,4, 5, 8, 171 and a number of striking results are derived that partially 
answer this and other related questions. 
One of the main differences between the analytical approach presented 
here and, e.g., those in [ 1,2, 171 is related to the following observation in 
[ 1, p. 353: the “transcritical bifurcation point B,” at which the two-cell and 
four-cell flows connect and the mutation of the primary flow occurs, should 
be included in the results described in (2) above. That is, for fixed 1 
corresponding to the point B of Fig. 1, the primary flow starts out as a flow 
having traits of both a two-cell and a four-cell structure and evolves with 
increasing R into a flow having a two-cell structure whereas the pure four- 
FIG. 1. Qualitative sketch of the experimentally determined bifurcation set for two-cell 
and four-cell steady flows (see [ 1, Fig. 51). 
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cell flow exists only as a secondary mode for R sufficiently large. This 
observation provides much of the motivation for the approach of the 
present paper in that it suggests that a bifurcation diagram of the type 
shown in Fig. 2 may hold for fixed I corresponding to the point B of Fig. 1; 
the ordinate in Fig. 2 is some “norm” of the flow, the solid lines represent 
stable flows, the dashed lines represent unstable flows, and the labels 2, 4, 
or 2 + 4 indicate whether the flow has essentially a two-cell structure, a 
four-cell structure, or a combination of two-cell and four-cell structures. 
Since such a diagram is in very close agreement with the experimental 
results for the point B in Fig. 1, one would expect that Fig. 2 describes one 
of the basic bifurcation diagrams at B and that certain other effects in the 
Taylor problem for 1 below the level of B, such as the “continuous 
evolution” and the “folding” of the primary flow reported in [ 1, p. 353, 
correspond to perturbations that split the basic bifurcation diagram in 
Fig. 2. 
In the case of the experimental results summarized in Fig. 3, one has the 
following description of primary and secondary flows (see [2, pp. 244-451). 
(1) If I is above the level of the point Q in Fig. 3, the primary flow has two 
cells and develops continuously with increasing R while the single-cell flow 
exists only as a secondary flow for R sufficiently large. (2) If I is below but 
near the level of the point Q, (a) the primary flow has two cells until R 
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FIG. 2. Bifurcation diagram for fixed y: Two-cell and four-cell steady flows. The solid lines 
represent stable flows, the dashed lines represent unstable flows, and the labels 2, 4, or 2 + 4 
indicate whether the flow has essentially a two-cell structure, a four-cell structure, or a com- 
bination of two-cell and four-cell structures. 
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FIG. 3. Qualitative sketch of the experimentally determined bifurcation set for one-cell 
and two-cell steady flows (see [2, Fig. 93). 
reaches the line PQ at which a single-cell flow forms abruptly, and (b) at a 
considerably higher value of R to the right of the line SQ, the two-cell flow 
appears to be reinstated as a stable secondary flow. This last observation in 
2(b) is the one of greatest importance for the approach presented here 
because it suggests that the two-cell flow undergoes at least two secondary 
bifurcations. In spite of the wealth of information contained in [ 1,2, 8, 171, 
the possibility of multiple secondary bifurcations of steady flows is not 
treated adequately in these papers, in part, because of the use of oversim- 
plified finite-dimensional models. 
The above experimental results for one- and two-cell flows suggest hat 
one of the basic bifurcation diagrams for the “transcritical bifurcation 
point Q” in Fig. 3 is given by Fig. 4, and that some of the other effects 
described in [2] again correspond to perturbations that split the basic 
bifurcation diagram in Fig. 4. Figure 4 has been drawn with a supercritical 
bifurcation at A= A, but analogous results hold for a subcritical bifurcation 
at Iz = A, (see Remark 3.2). 
Motivated by the above experimental results and observations, it is 
natural to seek the basic bifurcation diagrams for the Taylor problem when 
1 is fixed at a value supposedly representing the value of I at either the 
transcritical bifurcation point B in Fig. 1 or Q in Fig. 3. In this paper, for 
such fixed 1, we succeed in establishing a bifurcation diagram of the type 
shown in Fig. 2 for steady flows with two and four cells, and one of the 
type shown in Fig. 4 for steady flows with one and two cells. Moreover, 
both diagrams are established in the same mathematical setting, a setting 
involving steady state solutions of a small-gap approximation to the 
Navier-Stokes equations. Thus, the bifurcation diagrams in Figs. 2 and 4 
and their perturbations not only seem to represent a valid theoretical 
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FIG. 4. Bifurcation diagram for lixed y: One-cell and two-cell steady flows. The solid lines 
represent stable llows, the dashed lines represent unstable flows, and the labels 1, 2, or 1+2 
indicate whether the flow has essentially a one-cell structure, a two-cell structure, or a com- 
bination of one-cell and two-cell structures. 
explanation of the experimental results in [ 1,2] but they also arise in the 
analysis of an infinite-dimensional model for the Taylor problem that is 
based upon a widely accepted type of approximation. In addition, the 
qualitative analytical results described in Figs. 2 and 4 seem to complement 
the striking numerical results in [4, 51. For example, what we have labeled 
a stable l-cell flow in Fig. 4 actually has a “weak” 2-cell component as well 
and this is in close agreement with the stable single-cell flow shown in [4, 
Fig. 4c] except that the streamline patterns are, of course, determined in 
detail in [4]. On the other hand, some of the qualitative results described 
in Fig. 4 such as the role of the stable (1+2)-cell flow and the 
reinstatement of the 2-cell flow as a stable secondary flow do not seem to 
be obtained directly in the numerical investigation in [4]. 
The approach used in the present paper may be described as follows. 
One assumes that the fluid fills the space between two concentric cylinders 
with radii R, and Rz, R2 > R,, both of length I, and that the inner and 
outer cylinders are rotated at constant angular velocities Sz, and Q,, 
respectively. If we set 
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then the Taylor number, T, and the “structure” parameter, y, used 
throughout the paper are defined by the formulas 
4AQ d4 
T=-;(l+p) + , [ 1 
m2 -PI 
‘=rl(l +rl)(l +p)’ 
(1.2) 
The Taylor number T is a typical “load” parameter for the Taylor problem, 
sometimes called the “better” Taylor number (e.g., see [6, p. 971; however, 
the use of the structure parameter y appears to be new. Since the Taylor 
number is nonnegative, the parameter y is also nonnegative and is a 
measurement of how far away certain physical parameters are from the 
Rayleigh line (see, e.g., [lo, p. 1381 for a discussion of the role of the 
Rayleigh line in the Taylor problem). We shall see that even in the linear 
problem the use of the parameter y provides an extension of some well- 
known results for the critical Taylor number because y is a “richer” 
parameter than the parameter p used in a more standard approach (e.g., 
compare the formula for the critical Taylor number given in [6, (17.50), 
p. 981 with that given in Remarks 2.1 and 2.2 in Section 2). 
Splitting methods from bifurcation theory can now be used to reduce the 
Taylor problem to a finite-dimensional problem. Such a reduction is 
carried out using y as an “amplitude” parameter and leads to a system of 
bifurcation equations of the type given in (2.1) of section 2. The desired 
bifurcation diagrams in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 for fixed y sufficiently small are 
then established by solving Eqs. (2.1) for y near y = 0. Complete bifurcation 
diagrams are obtained here, in part, because the bifurcation equations (2.1) 
contain linear as well as both quadratic and cubic terms. This is in contrast 
to the approach in [17] using singularity theory in which only linear and 
cubic terms appear in the unfolded equations, or the approach in [8] using 
amplitude equations in which only linear and quadratic terms appear in 
the time-independent equations. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the basic 
bifurcation equations (2.1) studied in the paper and describe the hypoth- 
eses under which they are to be solved. To justify the setting of Section 2, 
bifurcation equations of the form (2.1) are derived for the Taylor problem 
in Appendix B in the setting of steady state solutions of a small-gap 
approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations; it is expected that the use 
of a small-gap approximation here is a technical rather than a crucial 
restriction in the analysis. The small-gap approximation is introduced in 
Appendix A along with the basic assumptions (see (A.27) ff.) on the length 
I of the cylinders under which we obtain primary and secondary steady 
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Bows having one, two, or four cells. In Section 3 we establish bifurcation 
diagrams of the type in Figs. 2 and 4 for the “reduced” bifurcation 
equations obtained by formally setting y = 0 in (2.1), and in Section 4 we 
establish the desired diagrams for sufficiently small, positive, fixed y by 
means of the implicit function theorem. To show here that the bifurcation 
diagrams and stability properties are the same for y = 0 and y # 0, we make 
use of special symmetry and invariance arguments near the points of 
secondary bifurcation. Such arguments employ some of the basic ideas of 
bifurcation and symmetry breaking described in Chow et al. [3], and 
Sattinger [ 15,163 as well as some of the ideas developed in [ 131 to treat 
multiple points of secondary bifurcation in Btnard-type convection 
problems. 
The author wishes to thank George H. Knightly for several helpful 
discussions related to the present paper. 
2. THE BIFURCATION EQUATIONS 
In this section we formulate a two-dimensional bifurcation problem 
whose solution leads to the bifurcation diagrams in Figs. 2 and 4. 
Bifurcation equations of the form studied here are derived for the Taylor 
problem in Appendix B and various quantities are introduced in 
Remarks 2.1 and 2.2 so that the results for Eqs. (2.1) may be interpreted in 
terms of results for the Taylor problem. 
The bifurcation equations to be studied are 
(2.la) 
where the coefficients a, bi, ci and di are real (i= 1,2); for the sake of con- 
venience we write the coefficient of p: in (2.lb) as b2 E with E = c2 - dl. 
We assume in (2.1) that (1) (j3, r, y) E 98 x (0, yO), where y0 > 0 and, for a 
given p > 0, 99 c Iw3 is defined as 
(2) for (8, r, y) E W x (0, yO) the remainder terms ri and rz satisfy 
(2.3a) 
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where p, q, and s are analytic; moreover, p, q, and s and their partial 
derivatives are uniformly of order O(y) as y + O+ in the sense that, e.g., 
IPUG IL,72 Y)l dCY, O<Y <Yo, (2.4) 
where the constant c depends only on y0 and p. 
Given p > 0 in (1) and (2), y0 is always assumed to be sufficiently small 
so that various estimates used in the paper hold uniformly in L!& For 
purposes of the analysis, it is important here that p can be arbitrarily large 
provided that y0 is chosen sufficiently small. 
Note that, if b, = b, = a =y = 0 in (2.1), the resultant equations are 
similar to the unperturbed cubic model in [17, p. 3191 whereas, if 
c1 = c2 = d, = d2 = 0 in (2.1), the resultant equations are similar to the time- 
independent amplitude equations in [8, p. 5821. 
We shall essentially regard the coefficients a, bi, ci, and di (i= 1, 2) in 
(2.1) as real parameters satisfying certain “nesessary” conditions for 
secondary bifurcation given in hypotheses (Hl )-(H3). There are two 
reasons for such an approach. First, the analysis in Appendix B shows 
that the bifurcation equations for the Taylor problem have precisely the 
form given in (2.1), however, the actual coefficients determined in 
Appendix B are extremely complicated so that comparisons of the relative 
sizes of the various coefficients are difficult. Second, although a small-gap 
approximation to the Navier-Stokes equations is used in Appendix B, it is 
possible even in the general case that the relevant bifurcation equations for 
the Taylor problem are again of the form given in (2.1); if so, then the 
analysis of Sections 3 and 4 and the resultant bifurcation diagrams in 
Figs. 2 and 4 would apply also to the Taylor problem in the more general 
context of steady state solutions of the full Navier-Stokes equations. 
The bifurcation equations (2.1) are solved under the following 
hypotheses: 
(Hl) c,>d,>O and c,>d,>O, 
(H2) b,>O and b,b,>E-‘Ial d,, if U-CO, b,>O and b,b,>2a, if 
a > 0, 
(H3) Fb$-b,b*+a=O, 
where E and F are given by 
E=c,-d,>O and F=c,-d,>O. (2.5) 
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Hypothesis (Hl ) is essentially a normalization condition in that it 
ensures the existence of stable supercritical Taylor cells in the special case 
a=b i = b2 = 0; a hypothesis of the type (Hl ) is usually assumed in such 
problems (e.g., see [17, p. 3151). In the case of the explicit bifurcation 
equations for the Taylor problem derived in Appendix B, the inequalities 
di > 0 in (Hl ) are an immediate consequence of the definition of the d, G bji 
in (B.38), however, the additional inequalities E>O and F>O in (Hl) are 
not so apparent. 
We shall see that hypothesis (H2) reflects some of the basic asymmetries 
in the Taylor problem, e.g., steady flows with two cells and four cells do 
not occur in a symmetric manner in the experiments in [ 1 ] whereas they 
do occur in essentially a symmetric manner in a pure cubic model with 
b, = bz = 0 (e.g., see [2; 173). The explicit assumptions on b, and b2 in 
(H2) are chosen for convenience to limit the number of possible bifurcation 
diagrams (see also Remarks 3.1 and 3.2). The crucial assumption in (H2) 
and throughout this paper is 6, #O. 
Hypothesis (H3) is actually a “necessary” condition for secondary bifur- 
cation of certain solutions of (2.1). It is the analog of the “necessary” 
condition derived in [ 17, (2.7), p. 3271 as part of the universal unfolding of 
the simpler cubic model obtained from (2.1) by setting a = b, = bz = 0. 
Since many of the experimental results in [ 1,2] can be explained in terms 
of secondary bifurcations, hypothesis (H3) is also in a sense a natural 
hypothesis for an analysis of the Taylor problem. In the actual physical 
problem, however, a hypothesis such as (H3) most likely holds only as 
some sort of “lowest order” approximation that serves to delineate various 
ranges of the coefficients leading to qualitatively distinct perturbed bifur- 
cation diagrams (see, e.g., the detailed discussions of qualitatively distinct 
bifurcation diagrams in [7, 171). 
Equations (2.1) may, of course, model a variety of nonlinear problems, 
however, hypotheses (Hl)-(H3) and the conditions on the remainder terms 
in (2.3) and (2.4) have been formulated specifically with the Taylor 
problem in mind. To clarify this relationship, the following two remarks 
summarize a number of properties of the linear problem from Appendix A 
and Appendix B and are used throughout the paper to interpret results 
obtained for Eqs. (2.1) in terms of results for the Taylor problem. 
Remark 2.1. In the Taylor problem the relationship between the 
variable z in (2.1) and the Taylor number T in (1.1) is as follows. The 
smallest characteristic value, pO, of the linear problem at y = 0 (see (A.30)) 
splits for y > 0 into two eigenvalues of the operator L - yM (see (B.43) and 
(B.44)). For y sufficiently small, these two smallest eigenvalues of L-744 
are of the form 
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AC(Y) =/Al - #4w2 + MY), (2.6) 
MY) = PO - /&72/J2 + A2k(Y)> (2.7) 
where ak and a2k are defined as in (B.5) and (B.17), and /lj is real and 
analytic and of order 0(y3) as y + Of (j= k, 2k). The variable r is now 
defined by (see also (B.46)) 
A= PO - POY2Wk - r) (2.8) 
so that, up to order y3, z is a measurement of the distance from I to &. 
Thus, if (/I, ) . r is a solution of (2.1) for fixed y sufficiently small, then (2.8) 
determines L and, hence, the Taylor number T= AZ. 
Remark 2.2. In the Taylor problem the role of the parameter a in (2.1) 
may be described as follows. In the context of Remark 2.1, one sets 
a = (U2k - 4) Pi. (2.9) 
If a > 0, then, for y sufficiently small, lk > ,?2k and Azk is the critical eigen- 
value of the linearized problem for y > 0. Similarly, if a ~0, then, for y 
sufficiently small, Lk < A2k and Lk is the critical eigenvalue for y > 0. Note 
that if a > 0 and if k = 1, then r is a measurement of the distance from i to 
2, in (2.6) but 1, in (2.7) determines the critical Taylor number, T,(y), for 
steady flows having one cell or two cells. On the other hand, if a < 0 and if 
k = 2, then r is a measurement of the distance from i to A, except that A2 in 
(2.6) now determines the critical Taylor number for steady flows having 
two cells or four cells. For each fixed y satisfying O< y < yo, y. > 0 
sufficiently small, we shall see that the case a ~0 leads to the bifurcation 
diagram in Fig. 2 whereas the case a > 0 leads to Fig. 4. Thus, using the 
above definitions of 1, and setting A: E T,(y), one sees that the bifurcation 
diagrams in Fig. 2 for a < 0 and k = 2 and Fig. 4 for a > 0 and k = 1 are in 
almost total agreement at the transcritical bifurcation points with the 
experimental results in [ 1 ] for steady flows with two cells and four cells 
and in [2] for steady flows with one cell and two cells. 
We proceed in the following sections to solve the bifurcation equations 
(2.1) and to determine the stability of the resultant solutions. By stability 
here we mean “linearized” stability. Using the results in Appendix B and 
the approach in [12,14], one can show that, if a steady flow of the Taylor 
problem is generated by a solution (/?*, r*, y*) of the bifurcation equations 
(2.1), then the stability properties of both the solution (j?*, r*, y*) and the 
flow are determined by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix, JE 
c?(G,, G*)/a(/I,, f12), of the system (2.1) at (p*, r*, y*): a solution 
v*, t*, y*) of (2.1) and the flow it generates are both stable if the eigen- 
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values of J at (fi*, r*, y*) have positive real parts, unstable if at least one of 
the eigenvalues of J has negative real part, and of indeterminate stability 
otherwise. Thus, we have the following criteria for stability in terms of the 
determinant and trace of J: (1) if, at a solution (/I*, r*,y*) of (2.1), 
det J > 0 and tr J> 0, then the solution is stable whereas, if det J > 0 and 
tr J < 0, then the solution is unstable, (2) if det J-c 0, then the solution is 
always unstable. 
3. THE BIFURCATION DIAGRAMS FOR y=O 
In this section we establish the bifurcation diagrams in Figs. 2 and 4 for 
the “reduced” bifurcation equations obtained by formally setting y = 0 in 
(2.1). The bifurcation diagrams for y # 0 are established in Section 4 by 
methods using the implicit function theorem and some special symmetry 
arguments. 
We consider the reduced bifurcation equations given by 
o= -rB,-b,B*P2+CLP,B:+dlP:, (3.la) 
d= -(z+u)D~-~~EB:+c~B:D~+~~B:, (8, T) E R2 x [WI. (3.lb) 
Equations (3.1) are not “typical” reduced bifurcation equations for the 
Taylor problem (e.g., see [lo, 163). The difference arises here because of 
the scalings used in Appendix B to derive the bifurcation equations in (2.1). 
Because of the form of Eq. (3.1), it is natural to consider separately 
solutions with fil = 0 and solutions with /I1 # 0. 
3A. Solutions of (3.1) with PI = 0 
If fir = 0, the system (3.2) has the “trivial” solution (B,, /12, T) = (0, 0, r), 
T E R’, and nontrivial solution branches determined by the parabola 
9, : z= -a+d2/?z, /?1=0,/32ER1. (3.2) 
Note that P1 contains a “positive” nontrivial solution branch, say PC, 
where /I2 > 0 and z > - a, and a “negative” branch, say 9;) where f12 < 0 
and r > - a. Note also that 9: and 8; bifurcate form the trivial solution 
at (fir, p2, r)= (0, 0, -a). The Jacobian, J, of (3.1) with respect to /I1 and 
/12, along PC, has the eigenvalues 3= 2d2b: > 0 and 
v=F/3;-b,b2+a. (3.3) 
Zf a > 0 and if /I2 is sufficiently small, then v > 0 in (3.3) and both branches 
9’1+ are stable. Zf a < 0, both branches 9: are unstable for /I2 sufficiently 
small. We determine next the stability of P’f for p2 not necessarily small. 
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Solving (3.3) for & = /?: when v = 0 and a < 0, one sees from (H3) that 
j?: =b,>O and ~g=aJFb,<O. Th us, if a < 0, there is one positive and 
one negative value of & at which v = 0 in (3.3). Since v changes sign at 
both B;, it follows that P: gains stability at /?: = b, and 9~ gains 
stability at /I; = a/Fb2, i.e., 9: gains stability at (0, b2, r+) and 9; 
gains stability at (0, a/Fb,, r - ), where t + = - a + d,bz and r ~ = 
- a + d,(a/Fb,)‘. 
If a > 0, by completing the square in (H3) and using (H2), one sees that 
4aF< b:. (3.4) 
Thus, there are exactly two positive values of B2, namely fl; = b2 and 
fl; = a/Fb2, at which v =0 in (3.3); note also that (H2) and (H3) imply 
a-Fbz<O (3.5) 
so that 0 < a/Fb, < b,. It follows in the case a > 0 that the branch 9’; loses 
stability at /I; = a/Fb2 but regains stability at fi; = b,, whereas 9’~ is 
always stable. This completes the stability analysis of the branches 9; 
lying in the plane fir = 0. 
3B. Solutions of (3.1) with 8, # 0. 
(1) We begin by showing that the branch 9: determined by the 
parabola Y1 in (3.2) undergoes secondary bifurcation at b2 = b, regardless 
of whether a > 0 or a < 0. 
If fli # 0, then (3.la) is equivalent to 
0= -z-b,p2+c,B;+dl#, 
which can be rewritten as 
(3.6) 
0= -(t+a)+d,/?;+d2/9;+(a-bIB2+FP;). 
Since (3.lb) can be rewritten as 
(3.7) 
o=BzC-(t+a)+dlB:+dzB:l+E(B,-b2)B:, 
it follows that the parabola 
(3-g) 
.9*: z= -a+dlfi:+d2/?:, 82 = b,, B1 E R’, (3.9) 
determines nontrivial solution branches of (3.1) for j?i # 0 if and only if 
p2 = b2 satisfies (3.3) with v = 0. Thus for either a > 0 or a < 0, the parabola 
gz lying in the plane j2 = b, branches from 9’: at the point at which v = 0 
in (3.3). We shall not distinguish the branches of P2 for /I, < 0 and j?, > 0 
since these branches and their subsequent secondary bifurcations are sym- 
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metric with respect to the plane /I, = 0. Note that there are no analogous 
parabolas of secondary bifurcation lying in the plane /I2 = a/Fb, in either 
the case a>0 or the case a ~0. 
We now determine the stability properties of the branches determined by 
Pz. The determinant of the Jacobian matrix .Z and the trace of J, along 9$, 
satisfy 
det J=2d,bf[a+E@-Fbz], (3.10) 
trJ=(c,+d,)/JT+2d,bz>O. (3.11) 
Thus, if a < 0, det J < 0 for /?r near B1 = 0 so that 9’* bifurcates from 9: at 
fi2 = b2 but both branches of Pz are unstable; the branches of gz:, 
parameterized by /I,, remain unstable until 
fi:=E-‘(Fbs-a) (3.12) 
at which they both gain stability. Zf a > 0, then (3.5) implies that det Jc 0 
for fi, near /?I = 0. Thus, both branches of Yz again start out unstable and 
gain stability when j?: is given by (3.12). Note that (3.5) implies that there 
are always real solutions of (3.12) in the case a > 0; this is, of course, 
obvious in the case a < 0. 
(2) Next we seek solutions of (3.1) with fil #O that branch from 
points not on 9:. Since PI appears in (3.1) and (3.6) only as /?T, we can 
eliminate /?f and obtain a single equation for /I2 and r, namely, 
O=E(&b,)z-A/l,-C&D/3; 
=(P~-~~)CEZ-B*(DB~-A~;‘)I, (3.13) 
where E is defined as in (2.5). Here we have used also that 
A=adl+EbIb,, (3.14) 
C= -blc2- Ebzc,, (3.15) 
D=c,c*-d,dl, (3.16) 
and that D = - b;*(b,C+ A) is equivalent to (H3). Thus, the parabola 
P3 : z = E- ‘/&(Dfi2 - Ab, ‘), S: = E-‘f12(F/12 - ab,‘), f12 E Iw’, 
(3.17) 
determines nontrivial solutions of (3.1), provided that /I1 is real; to obtain 
the equation for /?f, one uses (3.6) and the given equation for r. 
Remark 3.1. For the sake of convenience we have assumed in (H2) 
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that, e.g., if a < 0, then 6,b, > Epllal d,. Under this assumption, the 
auxiliary parameter A defined in (3.14) is positive. If A < 0 and a < 0, it is 
still possible to carry out a complete bifurcation and stability analysis of 
(2.1) along the lines given here, however, in this case there are additional 
bifurcation diagrams to consider. 
In the following paragraphs we discuss the existence and stability of 
various branches of solutions of (3.1) generated by PX in (3.17) for the cases 
a < 0 and a > 0. Using (3.13) and (3.17), one finds as a preliminary result 
that, along Yj, 
det .Z= 2/?:[A - Ab,‘/?, - 2(A + C#I, + D/Is)] 
= - 4D/3:& - MB2 - M2%)1 (3.18) 
and 
trJ=2dI#+Fb,B,+2d,/I-a. (3.19) 
To obtain (3.19) we have also made use of (H3) to eliminate b,. 
Zfa < 0, then # in (3.17) is positive for /I2 > 0 so that the part of Pj with 
pz > 0 determines a nontrivial branch of solutions of (3.1), say LP:, i.e., 
9,:: T=E-‘&(D&Abj-I), /?;=Epl/?z(F&ab;‘), Bz>O. 
(3.20) 
On the other hand, the part of C$ with /Iz < 0 does not determine a branch 
of real solutions of (3.1) until /I2 reaches the value u/Fb, at which the 
parabolas 9, and P3 intersect (in the plane /31 = 0); to compare values of r 
on Pi and P3 at b2 = u/Fb,, it is convenient to use (H3) and rewrite A in 
(3.14) as 
A=ac,+EFbz. (3.21) 
Thus, if 9; is defined as 
9;: z = E-‘j?2(Dj?2 - Ab;‘), Bf = E-‘B2(W2 - ab,‘), B2 < alFb2, 
(3.22) 
it follows that By bifurcates from 9; when z!?~ = u/Fb*. As in the case of Pz 
we shall not distinguish the branches of 9’: for /I1 < 0 and /I, > 0 since 
such branches are symmetric with respect o the plane /Ii = 0. 
Note that A > 0 implies that t < 0 on 9: for (/Ii, j12) near (0,O) and that 
S: has negative minima when fi2 = A/(2Db,), 7 = - A*/(4DEb:), and /I1 is 
given by (3.17). Moreover, making use of (3.21), one sees that 
Db;-A=b;(d,F+d,E)-ac,>O (3.23) 
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so that 
$<b,. 
2 
(3.24) 
Thus, it follows from (3.18) that, along S:, det J is positive for 
A/(2Db2)<j2<b2, and negative for either j.12>b2 or Ocfi2< A/(2Db,). 
Since, in addition, (3.19) implies that tr J> 0 along 9:) one sees that 9: is 
stable for A/(2Db,)c/I,< b2 and unstable for either /12> b2 or O<f12c 
A/(2Db2). In fact, using (3.12) and (3.17) one sees that S: loses stability at 
the points in the plane fi2 = b2 at which the branches of P2 gain stability; 
the value of r at such intersections is E-‘(Db: - A) which, by (3.23), is 
positive. Finally, along 91, det J < 0 for /I2 c a/Fb, so that 8; is unstable. 
If a > 0, one sees that PT again determines two nontrivial branches of 
real solutions of (3.1), say 
8;: ~=E-1B2(D&Ab;1), P;=E-‘f12(Fj12-ab;‘), j&<o, 
(3.25) 
9:: z = E- ‘p2(D/?2 - Ab;‘), Bf = E-‘/WV2 - ab,‘), f12 > a/Fb,. 
(3.26) 
It is important here that (3.5) holds so that $ determines the branch 9’: 
for /I2 c b2. In fact, making use of (3.21) to compare the z values for 
p2 = a/Fb,, one finds that SC bifurcates from @‘: at the point at which 9’: 
loses stability. Moreover, since det J and tr J are still given by (3.18) and 
(3.19), along ?Y’z, tr Ja 2d, /I: + 2d,fi: > 0 and det J has the same sign as in 
the case a < 0. Thus, if (u/Fb,) 2 A/(2Db,), then S: is stable for (u/Fb,) < 
p2 < b2 and unstable for /I2 > b,, whereas, if (a/Fb,) < A/(2Db,), then 9: is 
stable for A/(2Db2) < /I2 c b, and unstable for (u/Fb,) < #I2 < A/(2Db,) and 
/I2 > b2. As in the case a < 0, it is easy to see that 9: loses stability at the 
points in the plane p2 = b, at which P2 gains stability, however, the value of 
r at such intersections is not necessarily positive. -Since, along S;, 
det J c 0, one sees that 8, is always unstable. This completes the bifur- 
cation and stability analysis for the reduced equations in (3.1). 
Remark 3.2. Combining the above results, we obtain a bifurcation 
diagram for a < 0 that is similar to Fig. 2 and one for II > 0 that is similar 
to Fig. 4. Figures 2 and 4 can be thought of as the projection of the bifur- 
cation diagrams of this section onto the plane B1 = 0 so that the ordinate in 
both these figures is p2 and the abscissa is r. We have drawn Fig. 4 under 
the assumption A/(2Db,) < a/Fb, so that 9: bifurcates upercritically from 
9’: at fi2=a/Fb2; if A/(2Db,)>a/Fb,, then 92 bifurcates subcritically 
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from 9’: at /& =u/Fb, and is unstable up to p2 =A/(2Db,) at which it 
gains stability. 
It is possible that generic perturbations of the bifurcation diagrams for 
y = 0 could be determined by using some of the ideas in [ 17, Sect. 31 with 
(H3) as a “necessary” condition for secondary bifurcation. On the other 
hand, since we require for each fixed y sufficiently small that the perturbed 
diagrams should lit together near all three points of secondary bifurcation, 
it seems more natural here to proceed as in the next section using some 
special symmetry and invariance properties of the Taylor problem. 
4. THE BIFURCATION DIAGRAMS FOR y # 0 
The solutions obtained for y = 0 in Section 3 vary smoothly for y #O 
except possibly at the points at which the solutions undergo secondary 
bifurcation and the ordinary implicit function theorem does not directly 
apply. In this section we show, however, that even in a neighborhood of 
the points of secondary bifurcation the bifurcation diagrams for y = 0 and 
0 < y < y,, are qualitatively the same provided that y,, is sufficiently small. 
We shall first obtain perturbations Pk(y) for y # 0 of various parts of the 
parabolas P$, (k = 1,2, 3) determined in Section 3 and then piece together 
the various perturbations while carrying out a complete stability analysis. 
It is implicitly assumed throughout this section that p in (2.2) is chosen suf- 
ficiently large so that all points of secondary bifurcation on the parabolas 
Pk (k= 1,2, 3) are included in the analysis. The section concludes with a 
summary of the main results for steady flows of the Taylor problem. 
We shall see that 
(i) the unique perturbation for y #O of the parabola S: in (3.2) is 
essentially determined by solutions of the single equation 
o= -7-a+d*B:+S(B:,7,y)~Ho(B:,r,Y), (4.1) 
(ii) that of Pz in (3.9) by solutions of the system 
o= -7-b,B2+c,8:+d,8:+P(B:,Bz,7,Y)~~H1(B:,B2,7,Y), (4.24 
0 = G2(B1, I%, 7, ~1, and (4.2b) 
(iii) that of g3 in (3.17) by solutions of the system 
o=H,(B:, 8297, Y), (4.3a) 
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(4.3b) 
Here p, q, and s are defined as in (2.3a-2.3c) of Section 2. Note that (4.1) 
follows directly from (2.1) and (2.3a-2.3c), by setting /?i =0 and dividing 
by /12, and (4.2) also follows directly from (2.1) by dividing (2.la) by /Ii. 
To obtain (4.3b), one multiplies (4.2a) by bl, subtracts the resultant 
equation from (2.lb), and makes use of hypothesis (H3). 
(i) The perturbation of PI. Because of the results in Section 3, it is 
again convenient to consider separately solutions with /I1 = 0 and /3i # 0. 
The desired perturbation z!Pr(y ) is a solution of (2.1) with /Ii = 0 and is 
obtained by solving the single equation H,, = 0 in (4.1). 
THEOREM 4.1. Given p > 0 there exists y. > 0 such that, for 0 c y < yo, 
equation (4.1) has a solution 
* = -a + ~,(YI + PW2 + ~~(8~~ Y)) 
that is bounded, analytic, and unique in 
(4.4) 
%=((P2,7,y): 17+a-d2B:l<K1ry I~A<P~O<YCYO), (4.5) 
where the constant K, depends only on p, and ~~~ z, are O(y) as y + O+ 
uniform/y for l/l21 < p. 
Proof: Let flz satisfying Iflzl < p be given and set r* = -a + d2(fl:)2. It 
follows from (2.4) that (@, r*, 0) is a solution of (4.1) at which 
aao/& = - 1. Hence, by the implicit function theorem, Eq. (4.1) has a 
solution z = r(fl2, y) that is bounded, analytic and unique in a 
neighborhood of (fi2, 7, y) = (/I:, 7*, 0) with 7(/?:, 0) = 7*. Since, for suf- 
ficiently small yo, 
17+a-d2B:l = Is(B:, 7, r)l <soy, (4.6) 
a finite number of such neighborhoods cover W,. Using the fact that s has 
the form 
a% 79 Y)=f(rv Y)+P22g(B2,7, Y), (4.7) 
where f, g are bounded, analytic and O(y) in Wr, it follows that 7 has the 
form given in (4.4). 
Remark4.1. If we now define 8:(y) (resp. P;(y)) as the curve 
(PI, 8297) with B, =O and 7 given by (4.4) with 0 < j?2 < p (resp. 
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-p < p2 < 0), then, for 0 < y < yo, 9:(y) are the desired perturbations of 
the parabolas 9’: defined by (3.2). Note that the form of z in (4.4) implies 
that, for each y <yo, the point (O,O, -a+r,(y)) lying on the r-axis is the 
unique “turning point” of the curve .P1(y) = Y:(y) US,(Y) in the plane 
/I, = 0, i.e., the point at which &/a/I, = 0. Thus, one sees, in particular, that 
the turning point (0, 0, -a) of Pi in (3.2) does not perturb off the r axis for 
0 < y < yo. This is in agreement with Figs. 2 and 4, where A,(y) corresponds 
to r = - a + ro(y) (see also Remark 2.1). 
Clearly, for y. sufficiently small, 9: (y ) inherits the stability properties of 
9’; in Section 3A, except possibly near the points, if any, of secondary 
bifurcation on P;(y). To determine and treat the points of secndary bifur- 
cation on 9:(y), one needs a more refined analysis based upon equations 
(4.2) (see Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.2). 
(ii) Perturbations of Yz and .9$ near .5P1(y). Setting /I1 = y = 0 in (4.2) and 
eliminating z, one obtains (3.3) with v = 0. Thus, the points of secondary 
bifurcation on 9; in Section 3A are nontrivial solutions of (4.2) when 
fil = y = 0. At such points the determinant of the Jacobian matrix fz = 
Wf, , G2)lW2, 7) is given by 
det $z = a - F/I:. (4.8) 
Thus, making use of the results in Section 3A, if a < 0, then det A < 0 at 
the points corresponding to /I;~ E a/Fb, and /I: = b2 whereas, if a > 0, then 
det $* > 0 at /3; z a/Fb, and det A < 0 at &’ = b2. If one now considers fi: 
and y as parameters in (4.2), an application of the implicit function 
theorem yields the following results. 
THEOREM 4.2. Given p > 0 there exists y. > 0 and b, > 0 such that, for 
0 < y < y. and l/Ill <b,, all of the following hold 
(a) If a ~0, then (4.2) has analytic solutions (/I*, T) = 
(b*(B:, YX r*(B:, Y)) such that (b’, 2’) satisfy (b*(O, 0), z’(O,O))= 
(/?1, --a + d&92+)‘) and are unique near these points. 
(b) Zf a >O, then (4.2) has analytic solutions (p2, z) given by 
(b’#, y), z’(j3:, y)) and (b”#, y), ~“(fl:, y)) such that (b’, 7’) and (b”, T”) 
satisfy 
(i) (b’(O, O), ~‘K40)) = (Pi, --a+ d2(M2), 
(ii) (b”(0, 0), ~“(0, 0)) = (B;‘, --a + d2(&‘)2), 
and are unique near these points. Moreover, for each y satisfying 0 < y < yo, 
if a < 0, then the points (b*(O, y), z *(O, y)) lie on the respective curves 
9:(y) defined in Remark 4.1 and are points of secondary btfurcation for 
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ST(y) whereas, if a > 0, then (b’(0, y), ~‘(0, y)) and (b”(0, y), ~“(0, y)) both 
lie on 9:(y) and are points of secondary bifurcation for 8:(y). 
The fact that the given points all lie on 4”,(y) when jY1 = 0 follows because 
(4.2b) with jI1 = 0 and & #O is equivalent to (4.1) which by Theorem 4.1 
has unique solutions near the points of secondary bifurcation on Y1. 
Remark 4.2. For each y satisfying 0 < y c yO, we consider the curves 
defined by 
S:(Y): (Bl, 82, T)= (Bl, b+(PL ~1, T+(B:, Y)), IIll <b,, ifa<& 
(4.9) 
S(Y): (B,, Pz, T)= (P,, b”(B:, Y), W:, Y)), lP,l <be ifa>O. 
(4.10) 
Clearly, P*(y) in (4.9) or (4.10) is the unique analytic perturbation near 
@(y) of the parabola $ in (3.9). In a similar manner, for each y satisfying 
0 < y -L yo, the curves 
S,(Y): (PI, Pz, T)= (PI, b-V:, Y), T-(/J:, Y)), IPll <b,, ifa<% 
(4.11) 
Y’;(Y): (B~,~~,T)=(B,,~‘(P:,Y),T’(~:,Y)), IPll <b,, ifa>% 
(4.12) 
are the unique analytic perturbations near Pi(y) of the parabola 9; in 
(3.22) and PC in (3.26). All of the curves in (4.9)-(4.12) can now be con- 
tinued locally in fir as solutions of (2.1) up until the Jacobian matrix of 
(2.1) i.e., J= 8(G1, G,)/8(f11, pZ), has a zero eigenvalue. 
To determine the stability properties of the perturbed branches in 
Remark 4.2, we note that J, has only one zero eigenvalue at the points 
of secondary bifurcation on .Yi((y), namely v(y) = H,(O, /I*, r, y). Thus, 
one easily sees that the stability properties of the perturbed branches 
gk(y) are the same as those listed in Section 3 for the parabolas Ykdk; e.g., if 
a >O, then P:(y) loses stability at (0, b’(0, y), ~‘(0, y)) and regains 
stability at (0, b”(0, y), ~“(0, y)) while g*(y) bifurcates from P;(y) 
at (0, b”(0, y), ~“(0, y)) and is unstable for PI sufficiently small. 
(iii) Perturbations of P3. To determine the continuation for ai not 
necessarily small of 9’: in (3.20) and By in (3.22), if a < 0, and of 8, in 
(3.25) and Sz in (3.26), if a > 0, we make use of the system (4.3). Because 
of the form of the equations in (4.3) it is sufficient here to consider /I1 > 0. 
Substituting /I: from (4.3a) into (4.3b), we obtain 
~=E-‘Bz(DPI-Ab;1)+p-E-‘d1(q-82p)/(82-b2). (4.13) 
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One uses here also that 
which follows from (H3). On the other hand, eliminating t from (4.3), we 
obtain 
Pi = E-‘M% - 4’ I- E-lb - P2~)l(B2 - &I. (4.14) 
Thus, since p and q are of order O(y) as y -PO+, one sees from (4.13) and 
(4.14) that solutions of (4.3) provide the desired continuation for y # 0 of 
all the branches 9’: determined by (3.17). In particular, one sees from 
(4.13) and (4.14) that points (/I,, f12, r) on 9: with & # b2 are solutions of 
(4.3) when y = 0. Moreover, setting 5 = /?f, one finds that at such points the 
determinant of the Jacobian matrix A 3 a(H,, H2)/8(<, r) satisfies 
det A = E # 0. Thus, for either a < 0 or a > 0, an application of the implicit 
function theorem as in Theorem 4.1 for compact subsets of Pf n 9 in 
which &f b2 yields the existence of solutions t=fi: =flf(/3*, y) and 
r = T(&, y) of (4.3). These solutions, in turn, determine the desired pertur- 
bations 9’: (y) of 9’2, 0 < y < yo, provided that y. is sufficiently small. In 
addition, making use of (4.14) and comparing (4.2b) and (4.3b) as 
(BIT Pd -+ (0, a/FbA one sees that such perturbations agree with those in 
(4.11) and (4.12) obtained from Theorem 4.2. Thus, for 0 c y c yo, we have 
the existence of the desired perturbations 93+(y) of S;, except possibly as 
p2 + b,. One can show, however, by a limiting argument for fixed y, that 
the two segments of P;(y) for /?* > b, and /& < 6, can be pieced together in 
a continuous manner. In particular, solving (4.14) for (q - /I2 p), one finds 
that (q - ji2 p) necessarily vanishes at the point on the extension of 9’: (y) 
corresponding to /$ = b2, i.e., the point (p,, bZ, t”) with i and fl, deter- 
mined implicitly by (4.13) and 
E=E-‘[Fb$-a-(g,-b,d,)+jY]. (4.15) 
Here and in what follows subscripts on p or q denote partial derivatives 
with respect to pi and, e.g., $ denotes p(#, /&, T, y) evaluated at 
tik b,, z’, Y). 
To piece together the various perturbations determined above in parts 
(i)-(iii) and to carry out a stability analysis for fixed y, 0 <y c yo, we 
require the determinant of the Jacobian matrix J= 8(G,, G2)/8(B1, &) 
evaluated along P*(y) and Y3(y). It is sufficient here to consider only the 
curves Pz(y) and PC(y); the analysis for 9c(y) is similar and shows that 
9; (y) is unstable for either a < 0 or a > 0. Subtracting (4.15) from (4.14), 
we obtain as a preliminary result the identity 
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q-BzP-(82-bZ)C4”2-b2P”Z-P] 
= (82 - m?v* + b,) -WI - Jw, - wuc -m, (4.16) 
whenever (pi, &, t)~S’3+(y); this implies, in particular, that 4, -b,pl =O 
in the limit as (/?i, bz, T) + (B,, b2, ?) along S,+(y). 
We first evaluate det J along P:(y). By a direct calculation using (2.1) 
and (4.3), one obtains 
det J=BfCJIIJ22- J12Jzll, (4.17) 
where A = a - 6, f12 + Ffi: = (pz - b2)(F& - ab,‘) and 
J,,=2d,+P;‘p,, (4.18a) 
J21=b*(2dl+B;‘~l)+2cz(Bz-bz)+81’(41-bz:p,) 
= 62 Ju + 24% - &I + WV2 - bd), (4.18b) 
J,~=B~‘A+B~‘C(CI+~~)~:-~+B~P~I, (4.18~) 
Jz= -a+b,FB,+2d,B:+q,-p-(q-B,p)l(B,-b,) 
=82J12-FBZ(P2-bZ)-A+q2-BZPZ-42+b2PZ+P-P 
= &Jn - 248z -hWh - 42f’bz)-‘l+ ‘W&-&I). (4.18d) 
Here the order estimates hold uniformly in a neighborhood of 9; (y) n W, 
0 <Y-C yO, the identity (4.16) has been used to estimate (ql - b,p,), and 
the terms fl; ‘pl and p; ‘ql are well defined as /?r + 0 because of the 
evenness of p and q in PI. Thus, making use of (H3), one obtains 
det J= BQz - b2)[ -4D(B, - A(2Db,)-‘) + O(y)]. (4.19) 
A comparison with (3.18) now shows for each y, 0~ y <y,,, that 8:(y) 
inherits the stability properties of 9:; e.g., if a >O, S,+(y) in (4.12) 
bifurcates from P,‘(y) at (8,) p2, y) = (0, b’(0, y), ~‘(0, y)), and eventually 
gains stability but then loses it at the point (B,, b,, ?) at which det J in 
(4.19) vanishes. 
In a similar way, along Y*(y), one obtains 
det J= B:(j?: - E)[2d,E+ O(y)]. (4.20) 
In fact, by calculating J along Pz(y) one can show directly that det J 
vanishes for fi, # 0 only at the point (p, , b,, ?) at which L&(Y) and 9: (y) 
intersect; in addition, multiplying (4.2a) by fiz and subtracting the resultant 
equation from (4.2b) again leads to (4.14) and, hence, to (4.16). In this way 
one can show that the point (p,, b,, ?) can be defined implicitly also by 
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means of P*(y) rather than P;(y) as in the above analysis. Comparing 
(4.20) and (4.14) with (3.10) and (3.12), one sees for each y, 0 < y < yO, that 
again PZ(y) inherits the stability properties of $,:; e.g., if either a < 0 or 
a > 0, PZ(y) bifurcates from P:(y) and is unstable but gains stability at the 
only point along P>(y) at which det J in (4.20) vanishes, i.e., the point 
(fl,, b,, ?) at which P?(y) and g:(y) intersect. This completes the analysis 
and shows, in particular, that the bifurcation diagrams in Figs. 2 and 4 are 
also correct for each fixed y # 0 provided that y is sufficiently small. 
There are, of course, other cases that may be studied here, namely k = 1 
and a < 0 (i.e., 2,. = I,(y)) or k = 2 and a > 0 (i.e., ;1,, = &(y)). Since we do 
not require any results in these other cases to establish the bifurcation 
diagrams in Figs. 2 and 4, such cases are not considered here. 
For the convenience of the reader we summarize in the next two remarks 
some of the main results for steady flows of the Taylor problem. 
Remark 4.3. (a) Zfk = 1 and a > 0 in (2.9), then I, = I,(y) in (2.7) gives 
the critical Taylor number. In this case two 2-cell flows (i.e., P:(y)) bifur- 
cate supercritically from 1, and are stable. One of the 2-cell flows (i.e., 
P;(y)) always remains stable. The other 2-cell flow loses stability at a 
point of secondary bifurcation at which a stable (1 + 2)-cell flow forms (i.e., 
P:(y)) but it regains stability at a point at which an unstable l-cell flow 
(i.e., YZ(y)) bifurcates. The (1 +2)-cell flow, in turn, loses stability at a 
point at which the l-cell flow gains stability. (What we have called a l-cell 
flow here has a 2-cell component as well, however, for small y the 2-cell 
component is “nearly constant.” Note that this is in close agreement with 
the single-cell flow shown in [4, Fig. 4~1.) 
(b) Zf k= 2 and a < 0 in (2.9), then 1, =&(y) in (2.6) gives the 
critical Taylor number. In this case two 4-cell flows (i.e., P:(y)) bifurcate 
supercritically from 1,(y) in (2.7), II, < L,(y), and are unstable. One of the 
4-cell flows (i.e., 9’: (y)) gains stability at a point at which an unstable 
2-cell flow (i.e., P?(y)) bifurcates whereas the other 4-cell flow gains 
stability at a point at which an unstable (2 + 4)-cell flow (i.e., 8; (y)) bifur- 
cates. In addition, there is a (2 +4)-cell flow (i.e., 8:(y)) bifurcating from 
1, = A,(y) which is stable or unstable depending on whether the bifurcation 
is supercritical or subcritical. In any case, however, the (2 +4)-cell flow 
eventually gains stability but then loses it at a point at which the 2-cell flow 
gains stability. (The 2-cell flow here has a 4-cell component as well but one 
that for small y is “nearly constant.“) 
Remark 4.4. All of the steady flows for the Taylor problem in 
Remark 4.3 are of the form (B.60) in Appendix B with the corresponding 
Taylor number determined by (B.61) and Remark 2.1. For example, if k = 2 
and a (0, then, for fixed y satisfying 0 <y < yO, the unstable part of the 
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2-cell how is given by (B.60) and (4.9) for O<j?: <fl:, i.e., in (B.60) one 
sets 
B:‘=P:, P:=b+(/%Y) and z*=r+(P:,y), oqJ:<iq:, 
(4.21) 
where b+ and t + (and their continuations) are defined as in (4.9); the 
stable part of the 2-cell flow here is determined in a similar way by (B.60) 
and (4.21) for ?: < /If < p*. (One uses also here that det J# 0 in (4.20) for 
/I: #O, E so that P*(y) in (4.9) can be uniquely continued in /.I1 for 
0 < Sf <p*.) Analogous representations for the other steady flows in 
Remark 4.3 are given by (B.60) in terms of the appropriate parameter 
along gj(y), namely Sf or /3*, O<j?:<p* (i= 1,2). 
APPENDIX A 
In this Appendix we introduce a small-gap approximation to the 
Navitr-Stokes equations, derive in (A.14) the Boussinesq-type system of 
partial differential equations used throughout Appendix A and Appendix B, 
determine an appropriate Hilbert space setting for studying periodic 
solutions of the problem, and formulate the basic assumptions on the 
length, I, of the cylinders under which we obtain primary and secondary 
flows having one, two, or four cells. 
In seeking periodic solutions of the Taylor problem one assumes that the 
fluid tills the space between two infinite concentric cylinders with radii R, 
and R2, R, < R2. The Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates 
with the fluid velocity vector, I = (ii,, ii*, &), and pressure, j$ depending 
only on F and Z, are given by (e.g., see [6, p. 891) 
(e*P)u,-!& 
I -;(;)+v(AG,-;), 
- - 
@.V)~,+!f!kv r 
(G.V)U = -2 e 
3 0 a2 p 
+vAQ 
37 
(A.la) 
(ASc) 
R,<r<R,,O~B~2~,-oo<z<oo. (A.ld) 
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Here v is the kinematic viscosity, p is the density of the fluid, V = (a/%, 
0, a/Z), iii = &(T,), p = p(i, Z) and 
The basic Couette flow is given by (e.g., see [6, p. 903 and [lo, p. 1301) 
U,=&=O and 
z&= B(i)=Ar+~, fj = p(y) = p 
r s 
c &, (A.4) r 
where 
b4.6) 
Here 
(A.71 
and Jz, , Sz, are the angular velocities of the inner and outer cyiinders, 
respectively. It is assumed throughout the paper that ,u > - 1. 
One introduces first the dimensionless variables 
F=dr, Z=dz, R, =drl, RZ=dr2=6R,r2, 
ii, = R,Sl,u;, C2= R,SZ,u;+ r(i), I&= R,S2,u;, (A.81 
V(i) = RIGI V(r), P=(vR,Q,p/d)p’+P(f), 
where 
d=R2-R, and 5Ed l -=-* 
R1 rl 
In the small-gap limit one assumes that 6 + 0. Setting r = rl +x + f, 
-$<x<& and exp anding V(F)/? about F= R,, one obtains the standard 
result (e.g., see [6, p. 941) 
(A.lO) 
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The form of V in (A.lO) and Eqs. (A. 1) suggest a second change of 
variables 
24; = (1 + j.Q(y6)“*T-1’*U1, &=(1+&G-%*, 
24; = (1 + p)(y6)“*T-“*U3, p’ = (1 + p)(y6)l’*T-“*p, 
(A.ll) 
where T is the “Taylor number” 
T= -t(l +p)v-*[4AQ,d4], (A.12) 
and y is the “structure parameter” given by 
(A.13) 
Note that T> 0 requires that A in (AS) satisfies A < 0 so that y 2 0 when 
- 1 <p <q*. Making use of the changes of variables in (A.8) and (A.1 l), 
replacing a/h by a/ax and (1 -p)/(l + p) by y + O(S), and letting 6 + 0 
with y and T kept fixed, one obtains a set of small-gap equations for the 
Taylor problem, namely 
-du-If(u)+Vp= -(u*V)u+g(u) in Sz,, (A.14a) 
v-u=0 in Q,, (A.14b) 
u=o at x= + 4. (A.14~) 
Here sZ,={(x,z): -i<x<f and -co<z<co}, u=u(x,z), V= 
(a/ax,o,a/az), 1= T’/*, AW = (a*w/ax*) + (a2w/az2), and 
f(u)=((1-2Yx)~,,~,,O), (A.15a) 
k!(U) = bJu:,o, 0). (A.15b) 
We shall see that the advantage of using the small-gap equations in (A.14) 
is that the role of the parameter y in these equations is analogous to that of 
a structure parameter in temperature-dependent convection problems so 
that a complete analysis can be carried out for small y. In fact, the 
Boussinesq-type equations in (A.14) are analogous to those for the 
generalized Benard problem studied in [12, 131 with u3 and 8 in [12, 133 
replaced by U, and u2, respectively. In carrying out the analysis below for 
the Taylor problem we shall make repeated use of this analogy along with 
the methods introduced in [12, 131. 
We next introduce an appropriate Hilbert space setting in which to seek 
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solutions of (A.14) that are periodic in z. Given a positive number ak (to be 
specified below in (A.27)), we set 
k=(x,z): --i<x<t and O<z<z . 
ak 
(A.16) 
The (complex) Hilbert space, S, used throughout the paper is defined as 
the closure of the set {u = (II,, v 2, v3): v is smooth, periodic in z with period 
2r+$, and vanishing in a neighborhood of 1x1 = f with V * v =0} in the 
norm, I( 11, associated with the inner product 
(A.17) 
Here and in the sequel a bar over a quantity denotes complex conjugation 
and, whenever possible, the vector notation v is suppressed when dealing 
with elements of Z’. 
To formulate the problem as an operator equation in 2, we take the 
scalar product of (A.14a) with WE SF, use (A.l4b), (A.14~) and integration 
by parts to obtain 
(u, w) - W,u, w) = (Qy(u), WI. (A.18) 
Here, for each y E R’, the linear operator L, : SP + 2 and the quadratic 
operator QY: 2 -+ X are given by 
L,=L-yM, (A.19a) 
Qy = F+ YG, F(u) - @(u, u), and G(u)=T(u,u), UEA?, 
(A.19b) 
where the operators L: X + Z and M: Z -+ &+ are defined (weakly) by 
WV, w) = J( %*l+v,w, (A.20) 
(Mu, w)=2J-~xv,w,, v, WEA?, (A.21 ) 
and the bilinear operators @: Z x 2 + %’ and I? % x JV + %’ are defined 
(weakly) by 
(@(u,v),w)= -J[(u-V)v]*@= - J( (A.22) 
(z-(24 u), w,=J U*u2Wlr 24, u, WE A?. (A.23) 
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Since w in (A.18) is an arbitrary element of X, one obtains the operator 
equation 
u - IL, u = Qy(u), uE~,;1Ew,yEw. (*) 
Standard regularity methods (e.g., see [ 111) can now be used to show that 
the problems of finding solutions of (A.14) and of (*) are equivalent. 
We will need the following facts about the linear problem at y = 0 
associated with (*), namely 
u-pLu=O, uE~,pEE[W’. (A.24) 
The linear problem (A.24) is equivalent to the classical problem, for 
smooth u and p periodic with period 2n/a, in z, obtained by setting y = 0 
and omitting the non-linear terms in (A.14). The solutions of (A.24) are 
determined by (see [12, (2.11)]) 
uj = eik ’ Gjj(x), k = (0, k2), j= 1, 2, 3, (A.25a) 
p=e ik.Q-2D2 4, u = IN= IU (A.25b) 
qb3 = iaP2k2q&, (A.25~) 
where D2 = (d’/dx*) - a*, a prime denotes d/dx, and d1 and 42 satisfy 
D”q4 1 - ~a*#, = 0, (A.26a) 
D242+&=0, (A.26b) 
$b1=q5;=q52=o at x= *$. (A.26~) 
One can show for (r > 0 (e.g., see [9]) that the eigenvalue problem (A.26) 
has a countable number of positive, simple eigenvalues, 0 <~~(a) < 
/-42(a)< “‘3 depending continuously on cr. Moreover, ~~(0) --) co as either 
U-O+ or e--tco. 
We now proceed as in [ 17, p. 310 ff.] and [2, p. 229 ff.] to choose excep- 
tional values of the wave number ak, depending upon the length 1 of the 
cylinder, such that the linearized problem (A.24) has a smallest charac- 
teristic value corresponding to either one and two cells or two and four 
cells. That is, for a given fixed length of the cylinder 1 we set 
ak=- ‘; (k=l or2) and up= pak (p= 1, 2, . ..). (A.27) 
and make the following assumption (for u > 0, P,(C) denotes the smallest, 
positive eigenvalue of (A.26)) 
505/71/l-12 
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BASIC ASSUMPTION 
Assume that 1 is such that ~l(a,)=~,(az) and that p,(cr)>~~(o,) when 
a#o,, g.2. 
We now use ak in (A.27) to define the basic Hilbert space 2. Note that 
since k is the number of Taylor cells (i.e., half-periods) fitted into a cylinder 
of length 1, the smallest eigenvalue ~~(0,) = pL1(cr2) of the linear problem 
(A.24) corresponds to both one-cell and two-cell flows when k = 1 and to 
both two-cell and four-cell flows when k = 2. Such choices of k, and, hence, 
of ak are motivated by the existence of the “transcriterial bifurcation 
points” B and Q in Fig. 1 (i.e., k= 2) and Fig. 3 (i.e., k= 1) (see also the 
discussion in [2, 171). 
We may now determine a complete solution of the linear problem (A.24). 
To minimize the necessary calculations, whenever possible, we will use the 
notation and results from [12]. Since elk’4 in (A.25) must have period 
2z/a, in z, it follows that the only wave numbers, (T, correspond to eigen- 
functions having the required period in z are those for which cr2 = n2a: for 
some integer n. Thus, the oP (p = 1,2, . ..) defined in (A.27) are the only 
admissible wave numbers once ak has been determined. For each p 
(p = 1, 2, . ..). the eigenvalue problem (A.26) has an infinite sequence of real, 
nontrivial solutions 
h 41) 42) = (Ppq, 4f”T WY p = 1, 2, . . . . q= f 1, +2, . . . . (A.28) 
Sin= (-ud,, -42) is a solution of (A.26) whenever (p, til, d2) is a 
solution of (A.26), we may order the indices so that 
&J’--4) = &v 
7 $zp(--Y)= -&q, p,(-,,= -pPyr and O<P,, cpP2< .... 
(A.29) 
Using this notation, we see from the Basic Assumption above that 
p. = min ppl = h = clzl (A.30) 
P 
and that ppq > p. if (p, q) # (41) or @,I). 
The above discussion of the underlying problem (A.26) shows that the 
full eigenvalue problem (A.24) in % has the solutions 
J=flp, and u = $/Pa(g) = e%.lq$Pti(X), 
p = 1, 2, . ..) q= + 1, +2, . ..) j= * 1, (A.31) 
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where 
(A.32) 
p”‘(x) = ((75$(x), $?y(x), y f qyqx)). 
Note that 4”“’ depends upon j only in the third component. We may 
assume in (A.32) that nPl =p when n,(-,,= -p so that 
kp, -j) = - kpj and *M-j) = $pti. (A.34) 
It follows as in [ 12, Appendix] that the eigenfunctions {JIpd} may be 
assumed orthonormal in &‘, after resealing by constants depending upon p 
and q but not j, i.e., 
where diR is the usual Kronecker delta symbol. 
The following lemma summarizes ome of the basic facts of this Appen- 
dix for the linearized problem (A.24). The compactness properties are 
essentially known (e.g., see [ 111) while the characterization (A.36) follows 
easily from (A.21 ). 
LEMMA A.l. (i) The linear operator L: X -+ S is self-adjoint and 
compact and its charateristic values and eigenfunctions are given by (A.31). 
The eigenfunctions {J/‘“} satisfy (A.34) and (A.35), and are complete in 3Ep. 
(ii) The linear operator M: ~9’ + X is compact and its adjoint, M*, is 
characterized by 
(M*v, w)=2[axvlW2, 0, WE%%?. (A.36) 
APPENDIX B 
In this Appendix we show how the problem of finding nontrivial 
solutions of Eq. (*) in X can be reduced to a finite-dimensional problem. 
In doing so, we will derive bifurcation equations of the type formulated in 
(2.1) and establish, in particular, the various properties of the remainder 
terms listed in (2.3). The reduction is carried out by means of splitting 
methods using the structure parameter y as an “amplitude” parameter. 
Recall from the discussion in Appendix A that the eigenvalue 
p0 = pL1i = pLzl of (A.26) defined in (A.30) is also a characteristic value of L 
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of multiplicity N = 4. The associated null space, A, of I - p,, L is spanned 
by 
*pj 3 *pU, p=l,2, j= fl, (B.1) 
and the orthogonal complement, &I, of JY in X is spanned by {IcIpu: 
(~,4)#(1,1) or (2, I)>. 
It will be convenient o represent an element v of ~9 by its Fourier series, 
namely 
v=~Pp,.*pqi,Bpqj~@l, (B.2) 
where the sum is extended over the set of integer triples (p, q, j) with 
l<p<co, l</q1<co, and j= +l. Note that if v=$EJY, then (B.2) 
reduces to 
* = t p,lp. (B-3) 
p=l 
lil = 1 
The following lemma summarizes the main calculations of this Appendix; 
it is the analog of the main lemma in [ 12, Lemma 3.11. Here, and in the 
remainder of the paper, the operator P: 2 --*.&I denotes the orthogonal 
projection of 2 onto A’, the operator K: .&l--) A-‘- denotes the inverse 
of the restriction of I-pOL to .M’, and S(r) is zero whenever the (scalar 
or vector) parameter c is not zero whereas 6(O) = 1. 
LEMMA B. 1. (i) Zf v E X, then Lv, Mv, and KPv can be obtained from 
(B.2) by formal calculation, e.g., 
Lv = C Bpqj PU,’ ((Ipqj2 (B-4) 
where Co denotes ummation over the same set of integer triples as C, except 
that (p, q, j) # ( 1, 1, j) or (2, 1, j). In particular, K is bounded, self-adjoint 
and positive on J.&’ I. 
(ii) M: M+JZ’, i.e., for $EA, (A4*, qp”)=O,p= 1,2, n= +l. 
(iii) For u, v, WE&, (@(u, v), W) = -(@(u, w), 6) and T(u, v)= 
qv, u). 
(iv) F: k!-r~Y’ and, in addition, (@(tj$ tj’“), tjpn) = 0 for 
i, I, p = 1, 2, ljl = [ml = InI = 1. 
(v) Zf II/ is of the form (B.3), then there are real constants ak, a2k, b; 
depending on p but not on n such that 
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(j-a$)9 PI = WlJ%--n)Y Inl = 1, (B.6a) 
(MW$), $*Y = w:,-,,, Inl=l, (B.6b) 
(@(A KM$)> vn) = wL”B*(-+ In(=l, ’ (B.7a) 
(WV6 KMti), $*? = m:,-“,, InI = 1, (B.7b) 
(@(KM$, $)Y 3’7 = w31nP2(-n)? InI = 1, (B.8a) 
(@ww, $1, G2? = bX-,,, InI = 1, (B.8b) 
(G(IC/), S;? = ~:AnP2~-n~~ InI = 1, (B.9a) 
(G($), $*7 = b;P:,-.,, InI = 1. (B.9b) 
(vi) If+ is of the form (B.3), then there are constants a$ and b$’ such 
that 
= - 1 [a$(1 -Sipajn) + b$] Poflic-j,fip(--n), 
i= 1 
lil = 1 
,D= 1,2, InI = 1. 
(B.lO) 
The constants a$ and b$ depend upon j and n only through a4 = Jk, + k,l, 
are nonnegative when p = i, and satisfy a$-“) = a{;j)” and b$-“) = bi;j)“. 
(vii) Zf II/ is the form (B.3), then there are constants c$ such that 
(@W($), ti), qpn) = ; c$P;B,n. (B.ll) 
i=l 
IA = I. p#i 
The constants c$’ depend upon j and n only through aq = Jk,+ k,,l and 
satisfy c$-“) = Cip-j)n. 
Proof Items (i) and (iii) are proved in the same way as the 
corresponding items in [12, Lemma 3.11, and (ii) and (iv) follow from the 
evenness of 4;’ and ~$2”’ in x (p = 1,2). 
To prove (B.5), we first calculate 
(M$“, I)~~“) = 6,$,A,,, (B.12) 
where 
4n ‘12 
A,,=- 
&k I 
x&‘qbf” dx. 
- l/2 
(B.13) 
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The A,, are real and A, + ,) 
Thus 
=0 because of the evenness of 4;’ and &‘I. 
(B.14) 
and, by a similar set of calculations, 
M*@“‘= 1 A,*-@‘, 
14122 
(B.15) 
where 
4n ‘P 
AP*4=- 
ak s 
xqQ”&” dx. 
- 112 
(B.16) 
Making use of (B.14) and (B.15) together with (A.35) and the definition of 
K, one obtains, for tj as in (B.3), 
(MKM+, ijp”) = (KM*, K*qpn) 
where 
1412 2. (B.18) 
p = 1,2, In1 = 1, 
(B.17) 
To prove (B.6), we calculate 
(q$i’, $I”), $pqn) = -J (p. v) *‘m . *pm 
where 
= W,+ km + kp,J Zl(t A L m, P, 4, n), (B.19) 
We require I, only when k, + kl, + k,, = 0. If ep = (kpnl, then 
ai= lk,+ k,,,,12= (i2 +2ngn,,+12) a: (B.21) 
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so that 
a:ngz,, = &T; - of - 0;). (B.22) 
Moreover, making use of (B.22), one obtains 
a:npJQm = $0; - 0; - c;,. (B.23) 
Thus, the quantities on the left hand side in (B.22) and (B.23) are indepen- 
dent ofj, m, and n except that (TV= Ik,+ k,,,,]. Subbing (B.22) and (B.23) 
into I,, one sees that 
where 
(@(ICI”, V’), qpq”) = W, + k,,n + kp,,) Z,(k 1, P, q), (B.24) 
Z2(j, 4 p, 4) = ZAj, j, 1, m P, q, n) (B.25) 
is real and depends upon j, m, and n only through oP = Ik, + k,,l. Let A& 
be defined as in (B.16) and set 
I41 2 2. (B.26) 
Then (B.15) and (B.24) imply 
= $1 ~~PJLAk~ + hm + kpnh (B.27) 
,&?,=1 
where 
$= 1 dpqf2(j, 4 P, 41. 
I41 22 
(B.28) 
Since the vectors k,, k, have either length cl or c2 = 2~7,) it follows that, if 
p=l, then {i=l, j=n; 1=2, m= -n> or (i=2, j= -nn; Z=l, m=n) 
whereas, ifp=2, then i=l= 1 and j=m= -n. Thus, ifp=l, then 
O-fWti), Pn) = ef2Bd&) + e?f12(-.$1. =bb:PJ2f-nn)y InI = 1, 
(B.29) 
whereas, if p = 2, then 
InI = 1. (B.30) 
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This establishes (B.6a) and (B.6b). Similar calculations using (B.22) and 
(B.23), together with (B.14) rather than (B.15), establish (B.7) and (B.8). 
Since (B.9) follows directly from the definition of r in (A.23), this 
establishes part (v) of the lemma. 
To prove part (vi), we use part (iii) and the bilinearity of @ to obtain 
(@P(tiP me)), 17;pn) = - (@(ICI, t/p”), KF(IcI)) 
i,l,r = 1 
ljl = Iml = IsI = 1 (B.31) 
The inner product in the right hand side of (B.31) can be calculated by 
Parseval’s equation as follows. One sees from (B.24) that 
= 1 W,m + k, + k,,) Z2(L r, q, k) gVkr. (B.32) 
Thus, writing t+F’“’ = &yk(--r) and making use of (B.24) once again, one 
obtains 
(@(v+~, $p”)t K@W’“, VW) 
= C7d1, r, 4, k) 1 z 2, P, 4, k) W, + k,, - k,,) W,m + km + k,,), ( (B.33) 
where r2 = ~py(~py- - ~O)-lJz and cy= (k,+k,,( = (k,m+k,[. The con- 
ditions 
k,+k,,-k,,=O and k,,,.,+k,s+k,,=O (B.34) 
imply that either k, = - k,,,, and k,, = - k,, or k, = - k,, and k,, = - k,,,,. 
It follows that 
W, + kpn - kJ Worn + km + kc,,) 
=6(i-l)6(p-r) ~(j+m)6(n+s)+6(i-r) &p-Z) h(j+s)6(n+m) 
Combining (B.31), (B.33), and (B.35), we obtain, for p= 1, 2 and 
(B.35 
Inl = 1, 
(B.36 
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where the constants u$ and b$ are given by 
(B.37) 
b$ = c &k&k-P& %(P, 6 9, k) Idi, P, 4, k). (B.38) 
Ikl > 2 
The constants in (B.37) and (B.38) depend onj and n only through q, i.e., 
only through oq = Jk,+ k,J, and are nonnegative when p = i. Moreover, 
since IkicAj,+ k,,l = Ik,+ kpC-J, it follows that u$-“)=~$-i)~ and 
bf-“) = bjp--i)“. This establishes (B.lO). 
Finally, to prove (B. 1 1 ), one uses (B.24) and 
Q4Q) = c BJh@(V? !v”) (B.39) 
and proceeds as in the proof of (B.lO). The condition p # i may be assumed 
in (B.ll) because if ~~~=lk~+kJ #O and ifp=i, thenj=n also so that, 
by part (iii) above, the coefficients with p = i are necessarily zero, i.e., 
(@(l(/““, $“), lp) = (@(@+, yp), $0) = 0. (B.40) 
Note that one cannot assume that p # i for the coefficients a$ and b$ in 
part (vi) because in that case (B.40) is replaced by (@( +“, ep”), I/““) which 
is not necessarily zero even when $“= $ p” This completes the proof of the .
lemma. 
The following use of group representations i  convenient in carrying out 
the reduction to a finite-dimensional problem (see also [ 12, 13, 151). Let 9 
be the group of translations of R2 that keep x fixed. If a = (0, a) E 9, then a 
unitary representation a -P T, of ‘S onto &+ is defined by 
(T.s)(x, 2) = 4% z-a), UE#. (B.41) 
One can show as in [ 12, Lemma 4.11 that the operators in Eq. (*) com- 
mute with T,, a E Q, and, hence, that Eq. (*) is invariant under the 
representation a + T,. 
It is useful, in particular, to consider the action of T, on the eigen- 
functions * pqj in (A.31 ), namely 
(TuII/pqj)(.x, Z) = eikpl.(x.z--)~Pqj(X). (B.42) 
Thus, since k, = (0, f pa,), if a, = (0, n/ak), then T, $PQj= T,, $pqj equals 
* pqj whenever p is even and - tipqj whenever p is odd. If one now defines 
X+ = {vEZ: T,o= f u}, then J?= P+ O.K. Moreover, restricting 
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I- ,uoL to either X’+ or X-, one sees that the null space &+ = 4 n S+ of 
I- pOL on X+ is spanned by I/?, ljl= 1, and the null space .K = 
J? n &? of I- p,, L on K is spanned by @‘j, ljl= 1. By making use of X+ 
or K and proceeding as in [ 12, Lemma 3.21, one can now show for 
positive y sufficiently small that the characteristic value ,uO of L in (A.30) 
splits into two eigenvalues, I (y) and I,,(y), of the operator L - yM on X, 
namely 
&(Y) = PI1 - &%Y2 + 4(Y) = PO - d&Y2 + 4c(Y)Y (B.43) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (B.4) 
where apk ( p = 1,2) is def me d as in (B.5) and ni is real and analytic and of 
order 0(y3) as y + O+ (j= k, 2k). Thus, if we set 
a = b2k - 4) cl& k=lor2, (B-45) 
then, for positive y sufficiently small, the sign of a determines which of the 
two eigenvalues I,(y), I,,(y) is the critical eigenvalue of L-yh4 (see 
Remark 2.2). Note that even in the case where pi, # pll the formula in 
(B.43) or (B.44) provides an extension of a well-known formula for the 
critical Taylor number (e.g., see [6, p. 981) because the structure parameter 
y used in the above is a “richer” parameter than the parameter p used 
in [6]. 
We may now proceed as in [ 12, Sect. 31 to reduce the problem to a 
finite-dimensional problem and to derive bifurcation equations of the type 
in (2.1). For small y > 0, we seek a solution (u, A) of Eq. (*) of the form 
u=Y(#+Y% J = PO - CloY2h-44 -r)* (B.46) 
Here $ E ~8, YE &I, and t E R’ are to be determined, and uk is defined as 
in (B.5) and (B.17) with p= 1. As observed in Remark 2.1, r is a 
measurement of the distance from 1 to & in (B.43). 
Substituting (B.46) into Eq. (t), using the projection P onto J&l and 
S=Z-P onto A, and making use of (ii) and (iv) in Lemma B.l, one 
obtains equations on A1 and 4. Since K= [(Z-poL)j,l]-’ is bounded 
on A’, given p. > 0 there exists y. >O such that if ($, Z)E & x W’ with 
1~1 + llJlll <po, then the equation on A’ can be solved for Y= Y($, r, y) 
provided that 0 < y < y. (see [ 12, (3.16) ff.] ). In fact, Y is analytic and of 
the form 
Y= -/@W++KF(+)+yYl, (B.47) 
where Y, = Yu,(+, t, y) E A’ is bounded with the bound depending only 
on po. Substituting Yin (B.47) into the indicated equation on J?, and tak- 
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ing the inner product with qp”, one obtains, for $ of the form in (B.3), the 
set of four (complex) equations (p= 1,2 and In( = l), 
0 = - $,(-,) + PihcBp(-nn) - 4wJ=4% iJP”) + Po(~KF($), qpn) 
+ Po(@(h KM@), iJP”) + Po(@ww, ti)9 qpnl 
- (G($), qpn)- (@(A =I$)), $pn) - (@(KF(ti), JIh $pn) + rpn. (B-48) 
Here, for Ir( + II $11 < p0 and 0 < y < y,,, the remainder terms 
Qm(B9 G Y) = (R(II/, L Y), gpn) (B.49) 
are analytic functions of (/I, r, y) and, for some r0 depending only on bo, 
satisfy 
lr,M 7, r)l G vo* (B.50) 
(Formulas for the various quantities are given in [ 12, (3.17) ff.] from 
which the formulas for R and the rp,, easily follow.) Equations (B.48) 
are the full set of four (complex) bifurcation equations for 
(/.?, z, y) E c* x Iw’ x R’. 
As pointed out in [12, Sect. 31 (see also [15, 16]), instead of solving the 
full set of bifurcation equations in (B.48) by direct methods, it is more 
natural to seek solutions satisfying certain symmetry conditions, i.e., to 
seek solutions belonging to certain subspaces of %. Let R denote the trans- 
formation taking (x, z) into (x, -z). Let T,: 2’ + H be given by (see also 
Cl27 (4.3)l) 
(T,u)(x, z) = (UI,UZ, -udx, -zh UEX, (B.51) 
and define 
Yn= {I.&P: T,u=u}. 
Since T, commutes with the operators in (*) (see [12, Sect. 4]), Eq. (*) 
may be studied on Sp, by merely restricting the operators in (*) to Y=. 
Moreover, since 
Tiz# Pd - -pqi -+ 3 (B.52) 
an element us&’ of the form (B.2) belongs to Sp, if and only if 
fipqj=/?pqC-jj. Thus, ifeE..& is of the form (B.3), then $E.,#,=AnY- if 
and only if fiPj = flPC- jY It follows that dim AX = 2 and that if JI E AZ, then 
~5 is of the form 
JI = 811(V + w + B210h2’ + 7”). (B.53) 
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While X is a complex Hilbert space we are interested only in real 
solutions of (*). For a setting like that of Yz, i.e., considering only $ E A, 
of the form (B.53), it can be shown as in [12, Sect. 41 (see also [15]) that 
the system of four (complex) bifurcation equations in (B.48) may be 
replaced by an equivalent system of two (real) equations in the two (real) 
variables 
the real variable r, and the real variable y. In fact, setting p = 1, 2 and n = 1 
in (B.48), and making use of (B.54) and (B.5)-(B.11) in Lemma B.l, one 
sees that the system of bifurcation equations for the small-gap 
approximation to Taylor problem is of the form 
O= -rp1+a,81P2+c”lP1B:+a,p:+r,(p,T,y), (B.55a) 
0 = - (7 + 4 B2 + &Bf + UCP2 + z2;lp: + r2(P, T, Y), (B.55b) 
where (B, G Y)E~~X (0, yo)- ((A T, Y): IBI + ITI <po, O<Y<Y,}. Here, the 
remainder terms are given .by rl E rll and r2 E rzl with r,,” defined as in 
(B.49) for $ E Jtl,, and the coefficients are given by 
?ip = ,uo(b:, + 6; + b;) - b; and aP=b;; (p= 1,2), 
~7, = a;” + ai: + b;” + bii - c-l’ - cl’ 21 219 
F2 = a,” + ai: + b;” + bil- ccl1 - c’l 12 12’ 
To derive (B.55), we have used also that rPn = r,(_,) for tj E .#&, the proof 
of which is similar to that of Lemma 4.3 in [ 121. Clearly, the system of 
bifurcation equations in(B.55) is of the same type as that formulated in 
(2.1), except possibly for the properties of the remainder terms required 
in (2.3). 
To establish the properties of the remainder terms listed in (2.3), we 
again make use of the representation a+ T, defined in (B.41). Proceeding 
as in [ 13, Sect. 41, one can show for the operator R defined implicitly by 
(B.49) that T, commutes also with R in the sense that 
T,R(~,z,y)=R(T,*,z,y), *EA. (B.56) 
Making use of (B.42) ff., one sees for a1 = (0, ~/a~) that T1 $‘I = - +I’ and 
T, #” = e2’, so that, for + of the form in (B.53) and (B.54), 
T,ll, = - /?1($” + $“, + /32(t42’ + II/“). (B.57) 
Thus, the action of T, on such $ corresponds to the operation 
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(Bl~B*)+(-81,82)* s ince (T;‘)* = T, , it follows from (B.49) and (B.56) 
that (suppressing the r and y dependence of the ri) 
rl(B1, 82)= (R(ICI), $“I= (TIN+), TIP) 
= -(R(T,rCI), $“I= -r1(-B1,B2h (B.58) 
r2(Bl, 82) = (WI(/), iJ”) = (NTlJI), 3”) = r2(-P1, 82). (B.59) 
Thus, one sees that r, is odd in /.I1 and r2 is even in b1 from which the 
desired forms of p and q in (2.3a), (2.3b) follow. Finally, to show that r2 
satisfies (2.3~) when /I1 = 0, one uses the translation a2 = (O,rr/2a,). Making 
use of (B.42) with a2 + T,, one sees that T24b21 = - $” so that, if tj is of 
the form (B.53) and (B.54) with /I1 = 0, then T2t4 = - f124Q”. Proceeding as 
before with T, replaced by T2, one finds that r,(O, fi2)= -r,(O, -j12) 
which establishes property (2.3~). 
Equations of the form (B.55), namely Eqs. (2.1), are solved in Section 2 
under the hypotheses given there. Thus, under suitable hypotheses, we may 
assume that the equations (B.55) have (real) solutions (fi, 7, y) E 910 x (0, yo) 
for y0 sufficiently small. The above construction then leads to real ti E A?‘= of 
the form (B.53) and, hence, real solutions (u, A) of Eq. (*) in 9, : If, for 
yO= y&J sufficiently small, (/I:, /?z, 7*, y) is a solution of (B.55) in 
go x (0, yo), then 
tJ* = y[&y$” + p) + /y(ti2’ + $“,I + y2’y*, (B.60) 
A* = PO- PoY2(i4+, - 7*), (B.61) 
is a solution of Eq. (*) with Y* = Y*(/I*, 7*, y) uniformly bounded as 
y-+0+. 
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